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Description

The present invention relates to a power transfer device in combination with a power transmission for automotive vehicles, and more particularly to a power transfer device of the type which includes a limited-slip differential arranged to effect limited-slip torque proportional to the difference in rotational speed between the front and rear wheels.

In Japanese Patent Early Publication No. 60-236839 issued on November 25, 1985, there has been proposed a power transfer device which includes a center differential of the bevel gear type arranged to split the driving power from a power transmission into two torque delivery paths respectively for front-wheel drive and rear-wheel drive, a front-drive differential of the bevel gear type arranged coaxially with the center differential at one side thereof to transfer the split driving power to front or rear-wheel axles, and an output ring gear for rear-wheel drive arranged coaxially with the center differential at the other side thereof to transfer the split driving power to front or rear-wheel axles. In the power transfer device, a limited-slip differential is assembled within a mounting case for the output ring gear to effect limited slip torque proportional to the difference in rotational speed between the front and rear-wheel axles. The limited-slip torque causes an increase of the driving torque at a low speed side and a decrease of the driving torque at a high speed side. This is effective to enhance roadability of the vehicle.

In the limited-slip differential, however, a rotary element is drivenly connected to the casing of the center differential, and another rotary element is drivenly connected to one of the side gears of the center differential. Namely, the limited-slip differential is interposed between the input element of the center differential and one of the output elements of the same. In such arrangement of the limited-slip differential, the limited-slip torque is distributed from the input element of the center differential to the other output element of the same. As a result, only one half of the limited-slip torque is effective to drive the wheel axles. It is, therefore, required to assemble a large size limited-slip differential for increasing the limited-slip torque two times. This causes disadvantages in a mounting space for the limited-slip differential and in weight and cost of the same.

In Automotive Engineering, Volume 93, Number 5, Page 91, there has been proposed a power transfer device which includes a planetary gear unit adapted as the center differential in the former power transfer device described above. The planetary gear unit includes an input element in the form of a carrier and output elements respectively in the form of a sun gear and a ring gear. In the power transfer device, a limited-slip differential is interposed between the output elements. However, the arrangement of the planetary gear unit is quite different from that of the center differential in the former power transfer device. For this reason, it is impossible to adapt the arrangement of the limited-slip differential in the latter power transfer device to the former power transfer device.

It is, therefore, a primary object of the present invention to provide an improved power transfer device wherein a compact size limited-slip differential is interposed between the side gears of the center differential to transfer all the limited-slip torque to the wheel axles.

According to the present invention, the object is attained by providing a power transfer device for four-wheel drive in combination with a power transmission, which transfer device comprises a first differential of the bevel gear type arranged to split the driving power from the power transmission into two torque delivery paths respectively for front-wheel drive and rear-wheel drive, a second differential of the bevel gear type arranged coaxially with the first differential at one side thereof to transfer the split driving power from a first side gear of the first differential to front or rear-wheel axles, an output gear arranged coaxially with the first differential at the other side thereof to transfer the split driving power from a second side gear of the first differential to rear or front-wheel axles, and a limited-slip differential assembled within a mounting case for the output gear to effect limited-slip torque proportional to the difference in rotational speed between the front and rear-wheel axles, characterised in that the limited-slip differential includes first and second rotary elements coupled with each other for relative rotation, the first rotary element being assembled within the mounting case and connected to a first hollow shaft which is drivenly connected to the second side gear of the first differential to the mounting case, and the second rotary element being mounted on a second hollow shaft which is drivenly connected at an inner end thereof to the first side gear of the first differential and extends into the interior of the mounting case through the first hollow shaft.

For better understanding of the present invention, and to show how the same may be carried into effect, reference will now be made, by way of example, to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a power transfer device for four-wheel drive in combination with a power transmission; and

Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional view illustrating in detail component parts of the power transfer device.

Referring now to the drawings, Fig. 1 illustrates a power transfer device in accordance with the present invention which is adapted to a power transmission 12 for an automotive vehicle of the front-engine front-wheel drive type. The power transmission 12 is fixedly mounted to one side of an internal combustion engine (not shown) through a clutch mechanism 11 in a usual manner. The engine is mounted on the vehicle in such a manner that a crankshaft of the engine is transversely placed. The power transmission 12 includes a transmission casing 12c secured at one side thereof to a cylinder block of the engine, an input shaft 12a rotatably mounted
within the transmission casing 12c and arranged coaxially with the crankshaft of the engine, an output shaft 12b rotatably mounted within the transmission casing 12c and arranged in parallel with the input shaft 12a, a change-speed gearing mounted on the input and output shafts 12a and 12b, and a final drive gearing including an output gear 12d mounted on the output shaft 12b for rotation therewith and arranged in mesh with an input ring gear 14 of the power transfer device.

The power transfer device is contained within the transmission casing 12c and an additional housing 13 secured thereto, which device comprises a center differential 20a of the bevel gear type arranged to split the driving power from the power transmission 12 into two torque delivery paths for front-wheel drive and rear-wheel drive, a front-drive differential 20b of the bevel gear type arranged coaxially with the center differential 20a, an output gearing assembly 30a for rear-wheel drive, and a limited-slip differential 30b in the form of a viscous coupling associated with the output gearing assembly 30a. As shown clearly in Fig. 2, the center differential 20a includes an input member in the form of a differential casing 21 located within the transmission casing 12c and rotatably supported by a pair of axially spaced bearings carried on the transmission casing 12c, a pair of pinion gears 22a, 22b rotatably carried on the differential casing 21 by means of respective cross shafts, a pair of side gears 23, 24 rotatably mounted within the differential casing 21 and in mesh with the pinion gears 22a, 22b. The ring gear 14 is fixedly mounted on the differential casing 21 for rotation therewith. The right-hand side gear 23 is integrally formed with a first hollow shaft 25 which is rotatably supported by a sleeve portion of the differential casing 21 and extends from the transmission casing 12c into the interior of additional housing 13.

The front-drive differential 20b is rotatably mounted within the casing 21 of center differential 20a, which front-drive differential 20b includes an internal differential casing integral with the left-hand side gear 24 of center differential 20a, a pair of pinion gears 26a, 26b rotatably carried on the internal differential casing 24 by means of a cross shaft, and a pair of side gears 27, 28 rotatably mounted within the internal differential casing 24 and in mesh with the pinion gears 26a, 26b. The internal differential casing 24 has a sleeve portion which extends into the central portion of differential 20a and is aligned with the first hollow shaft 25. The sleeve portion of the internal differential casing 24 is splined at 24a to a second hollow shaft 29 which extends through the first hollow shaft 25 into the interior of additional housing 13. The second hollow shaft 29 has an externally splined portion 29a in engagement with the internally splined portion 24a of the internal differential casing 24. The left-hand side gear 28 is rotatably carried on the differential casing 21 and splined to the inner end of a left-hand front-wheel axle 15a which extends outwardly in a liquid-tight manner from the transmission casing 12c. The right-hand side gear 27 is rotatably carried on the internal differential casing 24 and splined to the inner end of a right-hand front-wheel axle 15b which extends through the second hollow shaft 29 into the interior of additional housing 13 and extends outwardly in a liquid-tight manner from the additional housing 13.

The output gearing assembly 30a for rear-wheel drive includes a housing case 31, a ring gear 32 and a drive pinion shaft 33. The mounting case 31 is arranged coaxially with the center differential 20a and in surrounding relationship with the first hollow shaft 25 and the right-hand front-wheel axle 15b. The mounting case 31 is provided with a cylindrical carrier portion 31a of increased diameter and with a pair of hollow shaft portions 31b and 31c which are rotatably supported by a pair of axially spaced bearings carried on the additional housing 13. The left-hand hollow shaft portion 31b of mounting case 31 has an internally splined portion 31d which is in engagement with an externally splined portion 25a of the first hollow shaft 25. The ring gear 32 is fixedly mounted to an annular flange portion 31e of mounting case 31 and is permanently in mesh with a drive portion 33a of shaft 33. The drive pinion shaft 33 is rotatably mounted within the additional housing 13 in a fore-and-aft direction of the vehicle and extends rearwardly in a liquid-tight manner from the additional housing 13. The drive pinion shaft 33 is drivingly connected in a usual manner to rear-wheel axles (not shown) by way of a propeller shaft (not shown) and a final drive gearing for rear-wheel drive (not shown).

The viscous coupling 30b is arranged within the cylindrical carrier portion 31a of mounting case 31 to cause limited-slip torque under viscous resistance of silicone oil stored therein. The viscous coupling 30b includes an inner sleeve 34, a drum-like outer casing 35 coupled with the inner sleeve 34 in a liquid-tight manner for relative rotation, and a number of friction discs 36 and 37 respectively assembled with the inner sleeve 34 and the outer casing 35 for rotation therewith. The inner sleeve 34 has an internally splined portion 34a in engagement with an externally splined portion 29b formed on the right end of hollow shaft 29. The outer casing 35 has a hollow shaft portion 35a which is formed with an externally splined portion 35b in engagement with the internally splined portion 31d of mounting case 31. Formed between the inner sleeve 34 and outer casing 35 is a compartment wherein a predetermined amount of silicone oil is stored. The friction discs 36 on inner sleeve 34 are interleaves with the friction discs 37 on outer casing 35 within the compartment. In such arrangement of the viscous coupling 30b, the inner sleeve 34 is drivingly connected to the left-hand side gear 24 of center differential 20a through the second hollow shaft 29, while the outer casing 35 is drivingly connected to the right-hand side gear 23 of center differential 20a through the mounting case 31 and the first hollow shaft 25.

In operation, the driving power of the engine is applied to the input shaft 12a of power transmission 12 through the associated clutch mechanism 11 and transmitted at a selected gear ratio to the output shaft 12b by way of the change-speed gearing. In turn, the driving power from output shaft 12b is ap-
applied to the center differential 20a through the output gear 12d and ring gear 14. Thus, the center differential 20a operates to split the driving power into two torque delivery paths toward the side gears 23 and 24. The driving torque from side gear 24 is applied to the front-drive differential 20b and finally transmitted to the left and right front-wheel axles 15a and 15b through the side gears 28 and 29 of differential 20b. Simultaneously, the driving torque from side gear 23 is applied to the mounting case 31 through the first hollow shaft 25 and transmitted to the propeller shaft 33 by way of the ring gear 32 to drive the rear-wheel axles by way of the propeller shaft and the final drive gearing for rear-wheel drive.

In such operation of the power transfer device, the difference in rotational speed between the side gears 23 and 24 causes relative rotation between the inner sleeve 34 and outer casing 35 in the viscous fluid coupling 30b. This causes the viscous coupling 30b to effect limited-slip torque in accordance with the relative rotation between the inner sleeve 34 and outer casing 35. As a result, the driving torque of the front and rear-wheel axles increases at a low speed side and decreases at a high speed side. If either the front or rear road wheels skid in the mire or on a frozen road surface, the driving torque of the other road wheels will increase. This is effective to enhance road ability of the four-wheel drive vehicle.

From the above description, it will be understood that the viscous coupling 30b is interposed between the side gears 23 and 24 of center differential 20a to directly cause limited-slip torque proportional to the difference in rotational speed between the side gears 23 and 24. With such arrangement of viscous coupling 30b, all the limited-slip torque is applied to the front and rear-wheel axles. For this reason, the viscous coupling 30b can be assembled with the power transfer device in a compact size.

The power transfer device is further characterized in that the first and second hollow shafts 25 and 29 are arranged to connect the outer casing 35 and inner sleeve 34 of viscous coupling 30b to the side gears 23 and 24 of center differential 20a, respectively, and that the first hollow shaft 25 is utilized to connect the side gear 23 to the mounting case 31 of the output gearing assembly 30a. This is useful to provide the power transfer device substantially in the same size as that of a conventional power transfer device of this kind.

Having now fully set forth the structure and operation of a preferred embodiment of the concept underlying the present invention, various other embodiments as well as certain variations and modifications of the embodiment herein shown and described will obviously occur to those skilled in the art upon becoming familiar with said underlying concept. For example, the viscous coupling 30b may be replaced with an appropriate coupling in which two rotary elements are arranged to cause limited-slip torque during relative rotation of them. It is to be understood, therefore, that within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically set forth herein.

Claims

1. A power transfer device for four-wheel drive in combination with a power transmission, comprising:

- a differential of the bevel gear type (20a) arranged to split the driving power from said power transmission into two torque delivery paths respectively for front-wheel drive and rear-wheel drive;
- a second differential of the bevel gear type (20b) arranged coaxially with said first differential at one side thereof to transfer the split driving power from a first side gear (24) of said first differential to front or rear-wheel axles;
- an output gear (32) arranged coaxially with said first differential at the other side thereof to transfer the split driving power from a second side gear (32) of said first differential to rear or front-wheel axles; and
- a limited-slip differential (30b) assembled within a mounting case (31) for said output gear (32) to effect limited-slip torque proportional to the difference in rotational speed between said front and rear-wheel axles;

characterised in that said limited-slip differential (30b) includes first and second rotary elements (35, 34) coupled with each other for relative rotation, said first rotary element (35) being assembled within said mounting case (31) and connected to a first hollow shaft (25) which is arranged to driveingly connect the second side gear (23) of said first differential (20a) to said mounting case (31), and said second rotary element (34) being mounted on a second hollow shaft (29) which is driveingly connected at an inner end thereof to the first side gear (24) of said first differential (20a) and extends into the interior of said mounting case (31) through said first hollow shaft (25).

2. A power transfer device as recited in Claim 1, wherein said first rotary element of said limited-slip differential (30b) is a drum-like outer casing (35) assembled within said mounting case (31) for rotation therewith and connected to said first hollow shaft (25), and said second rotary element of said limited-slip differential (30b) is an inner sleeve (34) coupled with said outer casing (35) for relative rotation and mounted on said second hollow shaft (29) for rotation therewith, and wherein an amount of viscous fluid is stored in a compartment between said outer casing (35) and said inner sleeve (34), and a number of friction discs (37) on said outer casing (35) are interleaved with friction discs (36) on said inner sleeve (34) in the compartment.

3. A power transfer device as recited in Claim 1, wherein said second differential (20b) is assembled within a casing (21) of said first differential (20a) and includes an internal casing integral with said first side gear (24) of said first differential (20a) and rotatable within the casing (21) of said first differential, a pinion gear (26a) rotatably carried on said internal casing, and a pair of side gears (27, 28) rotatably mounted within said internal casing and in mesh with said pinion gear (26a), and wherein one of the side gears (27) of said second differential (20b) is driveingly connected to an inner end of a
wheel axle (15b) extending through said second hollow shaft (29).

Patentansprüche

1. Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung für Vierradantrieb in Kombination mit einer Kraftübertragung, umfassend:
   ein erstes Differential in Kegelradausführung (20a), das so angeordnet ist, daß die antreibende Kraft von der genannten Kraftübertragung in zwei Drehmomentübertragungsbahnen für Vorderradantrieb bzw. Hinterradantrieb aufgeteilt wird;
   ein zweites Differential in Kegelradausführung (20b), das koaxial zum genannten ersten Differential auf einer Seite davon angeordnet ist, um die aufgeteilte antreibende Kraft von einem ersten Nebenrad (24) des genannten ersten differentials auf Vorderrad- oder Hinterradachsen zu übertragen;
   ein Abtriebsrad (32), das koaxial zum genannten ersten Differential auf der anderen Seite davon angeordnet ist, um die aufgeteilte antreibende Kraft von einem zweiten Nebenrad (23) des genannten ersten differentials auf Hinterrad- oder Vorderradachsen zu übertragen; und
   ein begrenzter Schlupf bewirkendes Differential (30b), das innerhalb eines Montagegehäuses (31) für das genannte Abtriebsrad (32) angeordnet ist, um so Drehmoment mit begrenztem Schlupf im Verhältnis zur Drehgeschwindigkeitsdifferenz zwischen den genannten Vorderrad- und Hinterradachsen zu ermöglichen.

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das genannte, begrenzten Schlupf bewirkende Differential (30b) erste und zweite Drehellemente (35, 34) umfaßt, die zur Durchführung einer relativen Drehung miteinander verbunden sind, wobei das genannte erste Drehellement (35) innerhalb des genannten Montagegehäuses (31) angeordnet und mit einer ersten Hohlwelle (25) verbunden ist, die so angeordnet ist, daß sie in antreibender Ausführung das zweite Nebenrad (23) des genannten ersten differentials (20a) mit dem genannten Montagegehäuse (31) verbindet, und wobei das genannte zweite Drehellement (34) an einer zweiten Hohlwelle (29) montiert ist, die an einem inneren Ende davon in antreibender Ausführung mit dem ersten Nebenrad (24) des genannten ersten differentials (20a) verbunden ist und sich durch die genannte erste Hohlwelle (25) in das Innere des genannten Montagegehäuses (31) erstreckt.

2. Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei es sich bei dem genannten ersten Drehellement des genannten, begrenzten Schlupf bewirkenden Differentials (30b) um ein faschliennes Außengehäuse (35) handelt, das zwecks gemeinsamer Drehung innerhalb des genannten Montagegehäuses (31) angeordnet und mit der genannten ersten Hohlwelle (25) verbunden ist, und wobei es sich bei dem genannten zweiten Drehellement des genannten, begrenzten Schlupf bewirkenden Differentials (30b) um eine Innenmuffe (34) handelt, die zwecks relativer Drehung mit dem genannten Außengehäuse (35) verbunden und zwecks Drehung damit an der genannten zweiten Hohlwelle (29) moniert ist, wobei viskose Flüssigkeit in einer bestimmten Menge in einer Kammer zwischen dem genannten Außengehäuse (35) und der genannten Innenmuffe (34) gelagert ist, und wobei eine Anzahl von Reibscheiben (37) am genannten Außengehäuse (35) mit Reibscheiben (36) an der genannten Innenmuffe (34) in der Kammer "verzahnt" sind.

3. Kraftübertragungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das genannte zweite Differential (20b) innerhalb eines Gehäuses (21) des genannten ersten differentials (20a) angeordnet ist und in integrierter Ausführung ein mit dem genannten ersten Nebenrad (24) des genannten ersten differentials (20a) verbundenes Innengehäuse umfaßt, um so eine Drehbewegung innerhalb des Gehäuses (21) des genannten ersten differentials zu ermöglichen, wobei ein Planetenrad (26a) in drehbarer Ausführung am genannten Innengehäuse gelagert ist, wobei ein Paar Nebenräder (27, 28) in drehbarer Ausführung innerhalb des genannten Innengehäuses montiert sind, um in das genannte Planetenrad (26a) einzugehen, und wobei eines der Nebenräder (27) des genannten zweiten differentials (20b) in antreibender Ausführung mit einem inneren Ende einer Radachse (15b) verbunden ist, die sich durch die genannte zweite Hohlwelle (29) erstreckt.

Revendications

1. Un dispositif de transfert de puissance pour traction à quatre roues motrices combiné avec une transmission de puissance, comprenant:
   un premier différentiel de type à engrenage conique (20a) agencé pour diviser la puissance d'entraînement de ladite transmission de puissance en deux voies de transmission de couple respectivement pour la traction avant et la traction arrière;
   un second différentiel de type à engrenage conique (20b) disposé coaxialement par rapport audit premier différentiel sur un côté de celui-ci pour transférer la puissance d’entraînement divisée du premier engrenage latéral (24) dudit premier différentiel vers les essieux avant ou arrière;
   un engrenage de sortie (32) disposé coaxialement avec ledit premier différentiel sur l’autre côté de celui-ci pour transférer la puissance d’entraînement divisée du second engrenage latéral (23) dudit premier différentiel vers les essieux arrière ou avant;
   un différentiel à autoblocage (30b) assemblé dans un carter de montage (31) pour que ledit engrenage de sortie (32) applique un couple à autoblocage proportionnel à la différence de vitesse de rotation entre lesdits essieux avant et arrière;
   caractérisé en ce que ledit différentiel à autoblocage (30b) comprend des premier et second éléments rotatifs (35 et 34) couplés entre eux en vue d’une rotation relative, ledit premier élément rotatif (35) étant assemblé dans ledit carter de montage (31) et relié à un premier arbre creux (25) qui est disposé pour relier l’entraînement le second engrenage latéral (23) dudit premier différentiel (20a) audit carter de montage (31), et ledit second élément rotatif (34) étant monté sur un second arbre creux (29) qui est relié en entraînement par une extrémité interne au premier engrenage latéral (24) dudit premier
différentiel (20a) et prend place à l'intérieur dudit carter de montage (31) en passant par le premier arbre creux (25).

2. Un dispositif de transfert de puissance selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dit premier élément rotatif dudit différentiel à autoblocage (20b) est un carter externe (35) de la forme d'un tambour monté dans dudit carter de montage (31) pour tourner avec celui-ci et relé dudit premier arbre creux (25), et dans lequel le dit second élément rotatif dudit différentiel à autoblocage (30b) est un manchon interne (34) couplé avec dudit carter externe (35) pour être en mouvement de rotation relativement à celui-ci, et est monté sur dudit second arbre creux (29) pour tourner avec celui-ci, et dans lequel une certaine quantité de fluide visqueux est stockée dans un compartiment entre dudit carter externe (35) et dudit manchon interne (34), un certain nombre de plateaux à friction (37) dudit carter externe (35) étant intercalés avec des plateaux à friction (36) dudit manchon interne (34) dans ce compartiment.

3. Un dispositif de transfert de puissance selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dit second différentiel (20b) est monté dans un carter (21) dudit premier différentiel (20a) et comprend un carter interne monobloc avec le premier engrenage latéral (24) dudit premier différentiel (20a) et monté à rotation dans le carter (21) dudit premier différentiel, un pignon (26a) supporté à rotation sur dudit carter interne, et deux engrenages latéraux (27, 28) montés à rotation dans dudit carter interne et s'engrenant avec dudit pignon (26a), et dans lequel un des engrenages latéraux (27) dudit second différentiel (20b) est entraîné à une extrémité interne d'un essieu (15b) situé sur toute sa longueur dans dudit second arbre creux (29).